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Gut microbiota modulates weight gain in 
mice after discontinued smoke exposure

Leviel Fluhr1,8, Uria Mor1,8, Aleksandra A. Kolodziejczyk1, Mally Dori-Bachash1, 
Avner Leshem1,2, Shlomik Itav1, Yotam Cohen1, Jotham Suez1, Niv Zmora1,3,4, Claudia Moresi1, 
Shahar Molina1, Niv Ayalon1, Rafael Valdés-Mas1, Shanni Hornstein1, Hodaya Karbi1, 
Denise Kviatcovsky1, Adi Livne1, Aurelie Bukimer1, Shimrit Eliyahu-Miller1, Alona Metz1, 
Alexander Brandis5, Tevie Mehlman5, Yael Kuperman6, Michael Tsoory6, Noa Stettner6, 
Alon Harmelin6, Hagit Shapiro1,9 ✉ & Eran Elinav1,7,9 ✉

Cigarette smoking constitutes a leading global cause of morbidity and preventable 
death1, and most active smokers report a desire or recent attempt to quit2. 
Smoking-cessation-induced weight gain (SCWG; 4.5 kg reported to be gained on 
average per 6–12 months, >10 kg year–1 in 13% of those who stopped smoking3) 
constitutes a major obstacle to smoking abstinence4, even under stable5,6 or 
restricted7 caloric intake. Here we use a mouse model to demonstrate that smoking 
and cessation induce a dysbiotic state that is driven by an intestinal influx of 
cigarette-smoke-related metabolites. Microbiome depletion induced by treatment 
with antibiotics prevents SCWG. Conversely, fecal microbiome transplantation from 
mice previously exposed to cigarette smoke into germ-free mice naive to smoke 
exposure induces excessive weight gain across diets and mouse strains. Metabolically, 
microbiome-induced SCWG involves a concerted host and microbiome shunting of 
dietary choline to dimethylglycine driving increased gut energy harvest, coupled with 
the depletion of a cross-regulated weight-lowering metabolite, N-acetylglycine, and 
possibly by the effects of other differentially abundant cigarette-smoke-related 
metabolites. Dimethylglycine and N-acetylglycine may also modulate weight and 
associated adipose-tissue immunity under non-smoking conditions. Preliminary 
observations in a small cross-sectional human cohort support these findings, which 
calls for larger human trials to establish the relevance of this mechanism in active 
smokers. Collectively, we uncover a microbiome-dependent orchestration of SCWG 
that may be exploitable to improve smoking-cessation success and to correct 
metabolic perturbations even in non-smoking settings.

Smoking8–10 and smoking cessation5,8 might be associated with gut 
microbiome alterations, but no studies have causally linked these 
dysbiotic changes to SCWG. To explore this possibility, we utilized 
a mouse model whereby mice fed a high-fat diet (HFD) or a normal 
chow diet (NC) were placed in a smoking chamber to expose them to 
cigarette smoke (Methods). Exact statistical values, including P values 
and linear mixed model (LMM) parameters (Methods) are provided in 
Supplementary Table 1. Data are provided as the percent weight change, 
which reflects the rate of weight gain relative to the baseline weight of 
each mouse. Absolute weights and individual experimental repeats are 
also depicted in Supplementary Information 1 and 2, respectively. Using 
this smoke exposure model, the plasma nicotine level of HFD-fed mice 
exposed to smoke was 5.51 ± 1.32 ng ml–1 (mean ± s.e.m.), which is com-
parable to levels reported in human active smokers11,12. Acute exposure 
to cigarette smoke induced a significant reduction in weight that 

was associated with other metabolic features (Extended Data Fig. 1).  
By contrast, mice no longer exposed to smoke had SCWG that was com-
parable to weight levels of mice not exposed to smoke. These results 
are similar to those described in human SCWG settings13,14 (Extended 
Data Fig. 1b; LMM P = 5.96 × 10–13).

To determine whether the microbiome affects SCWG, 10-week-old 
C57BL/6 male mice fed a HFD were given a combination of four antibiotics  
accessible ad libitum through their drinking water (Methods, Fig. 1a). 
Both antibiotic-treated and non-treated mice exposed to smoke had 
lower weight gain compared with antibiotic-treated and non-treated 
mice not exposed to smoke (Fig. 1b, pooled results, four independent 
repeats). Notably, antibiotic-treated mice previously exposed to smoke 
had significantly lower SCWG and attenuated weight gain rate com-
pared with non-antibiotic-treated mice previously exposed to smoke 
(Fig. 1b, c; LMM P = 2.05 × 10–9). This effect was persistent for 119 days 
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of follow-up (Fig. 1d; LMM P = 5.5 × 10–19). Whole-body compositional 
analysis by nuclear magnetic resonance imaging supported these 
results (Extended Data Fig. 2a). Restricting the administration of anti-
biotics to the cessation period of smoke exposure did not alter SCWG 
(Extended Data Fig. 2b), which suggests that the antibiotic-induced 
effects observed during the period of acute smoke exposure are crucial 
for their ensuing impact on SCWG. HFD-fed wild-type mice obtained 
from a different vendor (The Jackson Laboratory, Methods, Fig. 1e; 
LMM P = 8.21 × 10–15) or mice fed with NC diet (Fig. 1f; LMM P = 0.008124, 
pooled results from 3 independent repeats) corroborated the effect of 
antibiotic-mediated abrogation of SCWG. NC- or HFD-fed mice exposed 
to smoke from low-nicotine cigarettes (Methods, Fig. 1g and Extended 
Data Fig. 2c, respectively) or HFD-fed mice exposed to smoke from 
high-nicotine cigarettes and 0.5 mg kg–1 day–1 varenicline (a competi-
tive nicotinic receptor antagonist15; Extended Data Fig. 2d) generated 
a similar SCWG phenotype to that of mice exposed to smoke from 
high-nicotine cigarettes. The SCWG in these mice was abrogated by 
treatment with antibiotics (Fig. 1g; LMM P = 1.74 × 10–14).

Locomotion, total caloric intake and respiratory exchange ratio 
were comparable between antibiotic-treated and non-treated HFD-fed 
mice exposed or not exposed to smoke (Extended Data Fig. 3a–c). By 
contrast, energy expenditure (kcal h–1 kg–1) was higher in mice during 

the cessation period of smoke exposure compared with control mice 
(not exposed to smoke) or antibiotic-treated mice that were no longer 
exposed to smoke (Extended Data Fig. 3d), despite their increased 
weight gain (Fig. 1b). Energy harvest, representing the level of energy 
extracted by the host from a given diet16, was higher in HFD-fed mice 
exposed to smoke or previously exposed to smoke compared with 
control mice (as reflected by lower fecal residual calories). By con-
trast, treatment of mice previously exposed to smoke with antibiotics 
prevented this high energy harvest (Fig. 1h). A significant pair-wise 
correlation was noted between fecal caloric count to the rate of weight 
gain in mice previously exposed to smoke, but not in antibiotic-treated 
mice previously exposed to smoke (Extended Data Fig. 3e). This result 
suggests that enhanced energy harvest depends on the microbiome 
and is associated with SCWG. Collectively, these results imply that 
there is a microbiome-dependent, nicotine withdrawal-independent 
SCWG phenotype that is potentially driven by enhanced energy harvest 
from the host.

Smoking alters the gut microbiome
16S rDNA sequencing of fecal samples from HFD-fed mice exposed to 
cigarette smoke revealed that the mice had a dysbiotic configuration 
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Fig. 1 | Microbiome depletion modulates SCWG. a, Experimental scheme. 
Mice were not exposed to cigarette smoke (non-SMK), exposed to smoke (SMK) 
and treated or not treated with antibiotics (abx) at the indicated time points. 
SMK groups were exposed to cigarette smoke for 3 weeks. b, Weight change in 
HFD-fed mice subjected to different treatments: non-SMK (n = 37), SMK 
(n = 38), non-SMK+abx (n = 40) and SMK+abx (n = 39). Results pooled from four 
independent repeats. For the last day, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
and Sidak correction was performed; inset shows incremental area under the 
curve (iAUC) weight change at smoke exposure (Exposure) or at cessation of 
smoke exposure (Cessation) sessions, one-way ANOVA and Sidak correction. 
This also applies to d–g. c, Weight gain rate, derivative calculated from 
exposure to smoke (Exposure) or cessation of smoke exposure (Cessation) 
time as Δweight change/Δdays. n = 37 (non-SMK), 38 (SMK), 40 (non-SMK+abx) 
or 39 (SMK+abx) mice; two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Benjamini–
Hochberg (BH) correction. Results pooled from four independent repeats.  
d, Long-term weight change in HFD-fed mice exposed to smoke and cessation 

over time. n = 10 (non-SMK, SMK and SMK+abx) or 9 (non-SMK+abx) mice.  
e, Weight change during smoke exposure and cessation in HFD-fed mice from a 
different vendor (The Jackson Laboratory). n = 10 (non-SMK and SMK),  
8 (non-SMK+abx) or 6 (SMK+abx) mice. f, Weight change during smoke 
exposure and cessation in NC-fed mice. n = 30 mice per group, results pooled 
from 3 independent repeats. g, Weight change during smoke exposure and 
cessation in NC-fed mice exposed to low-nicotine cigarettes. n = 10 mice per 
group. h, Caloric content per g of stool in HFD-fed mice exposed to smoke and 
cessation. The following number of mice were used: non-SMK, smoke  
exposure n = 8, cessation n = 10; SMK, smoke exposure n = 8, cessation n = 9; 
non-SMK+abx, smoke exposure n = 10, cessation n = 10; SMK+abx, smoke 
exposure n = 10, cessation n = 9. Three-way ANOVA and BH correction. For all 
panels, grey backgrounds indicate the smoke-exposure cessation period, and 
all data are shown as the mean ± s.e.m. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, 
****P < 0.0001, exact P values presented in Supplementary Table 1.
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within 3 weeks after acute smoke exposure (Extended Data Fig. 4a, b, 
Supplementary Table 2). Potential functional inference using phyloge-
netic investigation of communities by reconstruction of unobserved 
states (PICRUSt2)17 revealed significant alterations in multiple genes 
between pre-smoke exposure and smoke exposure periods (pre-smoke 
exposure = 443, smoke exposure = 577, 26 shared; Supplementary 
Table 2), including the following 4 expanded Kyoto Encyclopedia of 
Genes and Genomes (KEGG) modules: cytochrome bc1 complex res-
piratory unit (M00151); fatty acid biosynthesis, elongation (M00083); 
beta-oxidation-acyl, CoA synthesis (M00086); and betaine biosyn-
thesis, choline to betaine (M00555) (Extended Data Fig. 4c). Shotgun 
metagenomic sequencing of fecal samples from HFD-fed mice exposed 
to smoke demonstrated that smoke exposure does not affect bacterial 
alpha diversity (Extended Data Fig. 4d). However, it does induce dis-
tinct compositional signatures (Fig. 2a) from a non-distinct baseline 
configuration (Extended Data Fig. 4e, Supplementary Table 3). These 
microbiome alterations did not fully revert to their pre-smoke exposure 
configurations 2 weeks following cessation of smoke exposure (Extended 
Data Fig. 4f, Supplementary Table 3). Of note, bacterial diversity was 
modified as a result of antibiotic treatment regardless of smoke exposure 
(Extended Data Fig. 4g). Dysbiosis during smoke exposure was charac-
terized by distinct taxonomic (Extended Data Fig. 4h, Supplementary 
Table 3) and functional (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Table 3) metagenomic 
signatures, as determined by shotgun metagenomic sequencing.

To assess whether cigarette-smoke-related bioactive compounds 
are able to reach the intestines and affect the microbiome, we focused 
on nicotine as an exemplary metabolite that is systemically released 

during cigarette smoking while not being affected by microbiome 
presence (Extended Data Fig. 5a). Higher fecal (Fig. 2c) and plasma 
(Extended Data Fig. 5b) levels of nicotine and its main breakdown prod-
uct cotinine were detected in both antibiotic-treated and non-treated 
HFD-fed mice exposed to smoke than in HFD-fed control (no smoke 
exposure) mice. Intraperitoneal nicotine supplementation (1.5 mg kg–

1 day–1; Extended Data Fig. 5c) twice a day for 3 weeks in HFD-fed mice 
induced a distinct dysbiotic state compared with both control mice and 
mice exposed to smoke (Fig. 2d, Extended Data Fig. 5d, Supplementary 
Table 2). However, weight reduction was only observed in mice that 
underwent acute exposure to smoke (Extended Data Fig. 5e). Oral 
nicotine administration (0.15 mg ml–1 in drinking water) for 3 weeks or 
continuous subcutaneous nicotine administration (1.5 mg kg–1 day–1 
through osmotic pumps) for 4 weeks corroborated these findings 
(Extended Data Fig. 5f–j). Collectively, these results suggest that 
cigarette-smoke-related metabolites, such as nicotine, can modu-
late the gut microbiome under our tested conditions. Other nicotine 
doses and cigarette-smoke-released metabolites that may affect the 
microbiome merit future studies.

Causal microbiome involvement in SCWG
To investigate causative gut microbiome roles in SCWG, we performed 
fecal microbiome transplantation (FMT), in which fecal samples from 
mice exposed to smoke (Extended Data Fig. 6a) and mice previously 
exposed to smoke (Extended Data Fig. 6e) were transferred into 
different strains of germ-free (GF) mice naive to smoke exposure. 
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Fig. 2 | Cigarette-smoke-induced dysbiosis drives SCWG. a, Principal 
component analysis (PCA) of species-level relative abundance at day 21 
(shotgun metagenomics). n = 10 HFD-fed mice per group; inset shows pairwise 
permutational analysis of variance (PERMANOVA). b, Heatmap of significantly 
different (Q < 0.05, DESeq2) metagenomic functional features (EC annotations) 
for HFD-fed mice exposed/not exposed to smoke at day 21. Features are 
grouped according to BRITE hierarchy (n = 10 mice per group). AA, amino acids; 
GPI-APs, glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored proteins. Coloured 
bar denotes z score. c, Fecal nicotine and cotinine levels during smoke 
exposure in HFD-fed mice. n = 7 (non-SMK), 10 (SMK) or 9 mice (non-SMK+abx 
and SMK+abx); Kruskal–Wallis and Dunn’s test (mean ± s.e.m.). d, 16S rDNA 
principal coordinate analysis showing Bray–Curtis dissimilarity of mice 

exposed to smoke compared with nicotine-treated mice. All mice were fed with 
HFD, n = 9 (naive), 10 (SMK) or 8 nicotine-treated (intraperitoneal) mice. Inset 
shows pairwise PERMANOVA result. e–g, Weight change in HFD-fed GF 
recipients following FMT from HFD-fed mice after long exposure to smoke  
(e, day 18) or cessation (f, g, day 24). Non-SMK versus SMK unpaired two-sided 
t-test for day 28 (mean ± s.e.m.). Upper-left insets show PCA of species 
composition (sequenced n = 6 of each group in each experiment), 
PERMANOVA. P values of LMM using lmer test are presented in each panel.  
e, Recipients were SW mice, n = 6 per group (non-SMK and SMK). f, Recipients 
were SW mice, n = 10 (non-SMK) or 12 (SMK). g, Recipients were C57BL/6 mice, 
n = 6 (non-SMK) or 7 (SMK). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001, 
exact P values are presented in Supplementary Table 1.
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Microbiomes transferred from HFD-fed C57BL/6 mice exposed to 
cigarette smoke for 7 days into HFD-fed GF Swiss Webster (SW) mice 
or into HFD-fed GF C57BL/6 mice (neither exposed to smoke) induced 
dysbiosis in recipient mice that did not result in significant weight 
gain (Extended Data Fig. 6b, c, Supplementary Table 3). Microbiomes 
transferred from NC-fed C57BL/6 mice exposed to smoke for 7 days into 
NC-fed GF C57BL/6 mice not exposed to smoke produced similar results 
(Extended Data Fig. 6d, Supplementary Table 3). By contrast, microbi-
omes transferred from HFD-fed C57BL/6 mice exposed to smoke for 
18 days into HFD-fed GF SW mice not exposed to smoke induced both 
compositional dysbiosis and excessive weight gain in recipient mice 
(Fig. 2e; P = 0.0428). Similar results were observed for microbiomes 
transferred from C57BL/6 mice during the cessation period of smoke 
exposure (day 24) into HFD-fed GF SW recipient mice not exposed to 
smoke (Fig. 2f; LMM P = 0.0356)), HFD-fed GF C57BL/6 recipients not 
exposed to smoke (Fig. 2g; LMM P = 0.00482) or NC-fed GF C57BL/6 
recipients not exposed to smoke (Extended Data Fig. 6f). Taxonomic 

(Extended Data Fig. 6g) and functional (Extended Data Fig. 7a) analyses 
of recipient fecal samples demonstrated shared features of the altered 
microbiome (Supplementary Table 3).

Next, we pretreated HFD- or NC-fed donor mice with broad-spectrum 
antibiotics (Methods) during the entire smoke-exposure period and 
cessation of smoke-exposure period and then performed FMT into GF 
mice not exposed to smoke. These recipient mice had reduced weight 
gain compared with mice that received a smoking-cessation microbi-
ome (Extended Data Fig. 7b, c). HFD-fed recipient GF mice colonized 
with microbiomes from mice that underwent a 7-day smoke exposure 
featured a comparable fecal caloric contents to that of recipients of 
microbiomes from control mice (not exposed to smoke, Extended Data 
Fig. 7d). By contrast, GF mouse recipients of microbiomes obtained 
at the smoking-cessation period had reduced fecal caloric content as 
compared to recipients of microbiomes from control mice (Extended 
Data Fig. 7e). This result suggests that there is increased energy harvest 
in recipients of microbiomes collected during smoking cessation, com-
pared with recipients of microbiomes from control mice not exposed to 
smoke. Collectively, these data imply that the cigarette-smoke-induced 
dysbiotic microbiome gradually acquires a functional capacity to 
induce weight gain and enhance energy harvest, which becomes fully 
apparent during smoking cessation.

Microbiome-modulated metabolites in SCWG
We used untargeted mass spectrometry (Methods) to profile the plasma 
(Extended Data Fig. 8a) and fecal (Extended Data Fig. 8b) metabolites 
(Supplementary Table 4) in HFD-fed mice during acute smoke exposure 
(day 15 for plasma and day 21 for stool) and during cessation of smoke 
exposure (day 30 for plasma and day 35 for stool). A LMM (Extended 
Data Fig. 8c, Methods) analysis identified the following seven candi-
date metabolites that correlated with a microbiome-induced SCWG: 
N-formylanthranilic acid, trigonelline (N′-methylnicotinate), dimeth-
ylglycine (DMG), N-acetylglycine (aceturic acid (ACG)), hexadecadi-
enoate (16:2n6), 1-palmitoyl-2-gamma-linolenoyl-GPC (16:0/18:3n6) 
and hexanoylglycine (Supplementary Table 5). DMG, a derivative of the 
amino acid glycine, can be synthesized from dietary choline sulfate by 
conversion into choline, betaine aldehyde, betaine and DMG through 
a series of enzymatic steps. These enzymes predominantly occur in 
the gut microbiome (choline sulfatase) and either the microbiome or 
the host (choline dehydrogenase, betaine-aldehyde dehydrogenase 
and betaine-homocysteine S-methyltransferase (BHMT)18). We used 
PICRUSt2 17 to infer functional abundance in the microbiome, and the 
results showed that the choline sulfate-betaine biosynthetic pathway 
(M00555; Extended Data Fig. 4c) and its key enzyme choline-O-sulfatase 
(Extended Data Fig. 8d) are upregulated during acute smoke exposure. 
Moreover, untargeted metabolomics showed a modest increase in fecal 
choline (Extended Data Fig. 8e) and a significant increase in betaine 
(Extended Data Fig. 8f) in HFD-fed mice exposed to smoke compared 
with HFD-fed mice not exposed to smoke. Expression of BHMT, which 
mediates the conversion of betaine to DMG, was undetected in stool, but 
was significantly increased in livers of mice exposed to smoke compared 
with those from mice not exposed to smoke (Extended Data Fig. 8g). This 
result suggests that increased cigarette-smoke-induced betaine-to-DMG 
conversion driving high systemic DMG levels (Fig. 3a) may be contrib-
uted by the host. Targeted mass spectrometry demonstrated that 
plasma DMG levels in HFD-fed mice exposed to smoke were reduced 
after antibiotic treatment (Extended Data Fig. 8h). Moreover, higher 
plasma DMG levels were observed in HFD-fed GF mice that received FMT 
from donors that underwent cessation of smoke exposure compared 
with FMT recipients from control mice not exposed to smoke (Fig. 3b). 
Together, these results further corroborate the role of the microbiome 
in this cigarette-smoke-modulated biosynthetic pathway. To validate 
these findings, HFD-fed mice exposed to smoke for 21 days were orally 
gavaged with tagged-choline sulfate (D13-choline sulfate, Methods), 
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which is converted into choline predominantly by the microbiome. 
Metabolite assessment of its tagged products showed that fecal levels 
of tagged-choline (D13-choline, Fig. 3c) and tagged-betaine (D11-betaine, 
Fig. 3d) were increased in mice exposed to smoke compared with control 
mice, and antibiotic treatment abrogated these differences. Of note, 
tagged-betaine levels were also increased in the plasma of mice exposed 
to smoke (D11-betaine, Fig. 3e), which indicates that there is probably a 
systemic influx of microbiome-derived betaine from the gut. This, in 
turn, leads to increased plasma levels of tagged, microbiome-derived 

DMG in mice exposed to smoke (D8-DMG, Fig. 3f). Antibiotic treatment 
abrogated the cigarette-smoke-related increase in plasma tagged-DMG, 
which suggests that the smoke-related increase in systemic DMG depends 
on upstream microbiome-generated precursors.

Metabolite-driven weight regulation
We next determined the causal impacts of four out of the seven candidate 
metabolites (Supplementary Table 5) on SCWG. N-formylanthranilic 
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acid and trigonelline did not influence SCWG after continuous sup-
plementation to antibiotic-treated HFD-fed mice exposed to smoke 
(Extended Data Fig. 9a, b). By contrast, continuous DMG supplemen-
tation to antibiotic-treated HFD-fed mice exposed to smoke restored 
SCWG despite microbiome depletion (Fig. 4a, LMM P = 0.00447; 
Extended Data Fig. 9c, experiment repeated three times). Moreover, 
mice fed a choline-deficient diet, thereby lacking the major dietary 
precursor of DMG, did not feature smoke-dependent increases in DMG 
(Extended Data Fig. 9d) despite increased BHMT expression in the 
liver induced by smoke exposure (Extended Data Fig. 9e). This, in turn, 
resulted in a lack of SCWG during cessation of smoke exposure (Fig. 4b; 
LMM P = 0.001616, pooled results from experiment repeated twice). 
Of note, HFD-fed mice not exposed to smoke and continuously admin-
istered with DMG (100 mg kg–1 day–1; Extended Data Fig. 9f, Methods) 
for 14–49 days (Extended Data Fig. 9g for a 14-day supplementation 
period, LMM P = 0.0018; Fig. 4c for a 21-day supplementation period, 
LMM P = 0.0017 from a pool of 3 repeats; Extended Data Fig. 9h for a 
49-day supplementation period, LMM P = 4.78 × 10–9 from a pool of 2 
repeats) had a modestly increased weight gain rate that was accom-
panied by unaltered metabolic features (Extended Data Fig. 9i–m). 
Moreover, these mice had lower levels of residual fecal calories than 
vehicle-treated mice, which probably reflects a higher gastrointestinal 
energy harvest capacity (Fig. 4d).

Another metabolite associated with SCWG (Supplementary Table 5) is 
ACG, which is a derivative of the amino acid glycine. Significantly lower 
plasma levels of ACG were observed among HFD-fed mice exposed to 
smoke and to smoke exposure cessation. ACG levels increased to those of 
no smoke exposure levels after antibiotic-mediated microbiome deple-
tion (Extended Data Fig. 10a). To test the effects of ACG on SCWG, HFD-fed 
mice were administered ACG incorporated into the diet (given its low 
water solubility, this was HFD containing 7,500 mg kg–1 N-acetylglycine). 
Bomb calorimetry analysis confirmed that both the HFD and the 
ACG+HFD had comparable caloric contents, which were significantly 
higher than NC (Extended Data Fig. 10b), and that food-incorporated ACG 
supplementation induced a systemic increase in ACG levels (Extended 
Data Fig. 10c). In the SCWG model, ACG supplementation to HFD-fed 
mice exposed to smoke ameliorated SCWG (Fig. 4e; LMM P = 2.06 × 10–

5, experiment repeated twice). Of note, HFD-fed mice supplemented with 
ACG for 35 days (and not exposed to smoke) had a significantly lower 
weight gain rate compared with HFD-fed control mice (Fig. 4f (LMM 
P = 1.04 × 10–21, pooled results from experiment repeated 6 times), and 
an additional repetition terminated after 15 days of ACG supplementa-
tion, Extended Data Fig. 10d (LMM P = 0.006)). These ACG-mediated 
weight-reducing effects were coupled with improvements in glu-
cose tolerance (Extended Data Fig. 10e), increased plasma albumin, 
reduced plasma triglycerides, and improved alanine aminotransferase 
activity (Extended Data Fig. 10f). In ACG-supplemented mice, caloric 
intake was slightly increased (Extended Data Fig. 10g), and locomo-
tion, respiratory exchange ratio and energy expenditure were similar 
to non-ACG-supplemented control mice (Extended Data Fig. 10h–j). 
Interestingly, the microbiome-dependent increase in systemic D8-DMG 
levels noted in HFD-fed mice exposed to smoke following administra-
tion of D13-choline sulfate (Fig. 3f) was accompanied by a concomitant 
microbiome-dependent systemic reduction in tagged-ACG (D2-ACG) lev-
els, which was abrogated by treatment with antibiotics (Fig. 4g). Similarly, 
DMG supplementation to HFD-fed mice not exposed to smoke induced 
a reduction in plasma ACG (Fig. 4h), whereas ACG supplementation did 
not affect systemic DMG levels (Extended Data Fig. 10k). These results 
suggest that a microbiome-dependent interconnection exists between 
the DMG and ACG biosynthetic pathways, which merit further studies.

Next, we performed a single-cell transcriptomics analysis of 
epididymal-adipose immune cells in HFD-fed mice after DMG and ACG 
supplementation (Extended Data Fig. 11a–d, Supplementary Table 6). 
DMG treatment led to an increase in adipose tissue Ly6C+ mono-
cytes, which have been shown to contribute to an obesity-associated 

pro-inflammatory programme19 (Fig. 4i). Treatment with ACG led to 
lower levels of Trem2+ macrophages, which have been correlated with 
adiposity and weight gain in mice and humans20 (Fig. 4j). Similarly, 
multiple adipose-tissue genes, mostly related to obesity and asso-
ciated pathways, including immune response, lysosome function, 
tissue remodelling, extracellular matrix, removal of dead cells and 
angiogenesis21–23, exhibited opposite differential expression patterns 
in DMG- and ACG-supplemented mice (Extended Data Fig. 12a). These 
genes included those expressed in Trem2+ adipose tissue macrophages, 
such as Rcn3, Tspan4 and Pla2g7 (Fig. 4k). Future studies will define 
the molecular nature and mechanisms of action of these metabolites 
on adipose tissue immunity, as well as the effects of other identified 
cigarette-smoke-related metabolites on such features.

Metabolite alterations in humans who smoke
Finally, we utilized baseline samples of an unrelated human clinical 
trial to characterize the microbiome profile of a small cross-sectional 
age- and sex-matched cohort of 96 participants (Methods, Extended 
Data Fig. 13a, Supplementary Table 7). To study the differences between 
those who actively smoke and those who do not smoke, in light of the 
results from the mouse model, we constructed a metagenomic refer-
ence catalogue of bacterial genomes assembled from metagenomes 
of our mouse models (Methods, Supplementary Table 7) and featur-
ing a potential to drive the SCWG effect. Compared with participants 
who do not smoke (n = 40), fecal microbiomes from participants who 
smoke (n = 20) had a distinct taxonomic composition (Extended Data 
Fig. 13b, c, Supplementary Table 7) and KEGG Orthology composition 
(KO, Extended Data Fig. 13d, e, Supplementary Table 7). A binary classi-
fier (Methods) successfully discriminated participants who smoke from 
those who do not smoke based on microbiome taxonomic composition 
(Extended Data Fig. 13f). Participants who smoke had elevated levels of 
plasma choline, betaine and DMG (do not smoke = 62, do smoke = 34; 
Extended Data Fig. 13g–i), similar to the results from the mouse model. 
These preliminary findings merit future larger-scale controlled studies.

Discussion
Our results mechanistically highlight the intensive cooperation prevail-
ing between microbial and host components of the holobiont in driving 
SCWG. Together, they contribute to an increase in conversion of dietary 
choline to bioactive DMG, to a reduction in bioactive ACG and, possibly, 
to effects mediated by other cigarette-smoke-altered metabolites. A 
similar co-evolutionary concept was suggested for the carnitine– tri-
methylamine– trimethylamine-N-oxide pathway in the context of ather-
osclerosis24. We hypothesize that the gradual development of dysbiosis 
and associated metabolite alterations during smoking, including exces-
sive production of DMG and related suppression of ACG, may serve as a 
feedback loop to the dominant non-microbiome-dependent anorexia 
that characterizes active cigarette smoking. Following smoking ces-
sation, the anorexic signals rapidly dissipate while the obesogenic 
‘smoking microbiome’ configuration and accumulated metabolites 
are slow to reverse. This can ultimately lead to SCWG.

As smoking is a voluntary human behaviour that is not possible to rep-
licate in mice, it is unlikely that the model described here fully explains 
the human SCWG phenotype, which merits further large-scale studies. 
With these limitations notwithstanding, our results provide a proof 
of concept for a previously unappreciated microbiome involvement 
in SCWG and suggest that targeted dietary, microbial and postbiotic 
therapy may be utilized in attenuating SCWG and optimizing long-term 
abstinence success. Intriguingly, our postbiotic metabolite interven-
tions resulted in phenotypic weight-related effects in mice even in 
the absence of exposure to cigarette smoke. The potential utility of 
identified metabolites as human interventions, in the smoking and 
non-smoking setting, merits further studies.
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Methods

Mice
Eight-week-old C57BL/6J male mice were purchased from Harlan (or 
The Jackson Laboratory, specifically for one experiment). All mice 
were maintained in the animal facility of the Weizmann Institute and 
acclimated for 2 weeks before the initiation of experiments and fed 
on NC. All mice in all cigarette-smoke exposure experiments, unless 
otherwise specified, consumed a HFD (60% kcal from fat; Research 
Diets, D12492) 3 days before the experimental starting point. The 
choline-deficient diet (HFD containing 60% kcal from fat without added 
choline; Research Diets, D05010403) was also given 3 days before the 
start of the experiment. In experiments using ACG (the above HFD 
(Research Diet D12492) pellets prepared after supplementation with 
7,500 mg kg–1 N-acetylglycine), mice were initially fed with HFD, which 
was then replaced with ACG+HFD 3 days before cessation of smoke 
exposure and during the entire cessation period. In all experiments, 
mice were randomly assigned to each group based on their weight to 
create weight-matched groups and to eliminate weight differences at 
the beginning of the experiments. Two weeks before the initiation of 
the experiment, antibiotic-treated groups received a combination of 
vancomycin (0.5 g l–1), ampicillin (1 g l–1), neomycin (1 g l–1) and metroni-
dazole (1 g l–1) ad libitum in their drinking water. The mice were weighed 
every week to calculate the percent weight change induction by the 
HFD or the NC. Lean and fat mass were determined by nuclear mag-
netic resonance using a Bruker minispec LF50/mq7.5 MHz live mouse 
analyser. All experimental procedures were approved by the local Insti-
tutional Animal Care and UseCommittee 09890119-3 and 01480221-1. 

Cigarette-smoke exposure
An automated cigarette smoking machine (model TE-10, Teague Enter-
prises) was used to generate the cigarette smoke exposure model in 
mice. Mice were exposed twice a day to cigarette smoke, 5 days per 
week for 3 weeks. During the acute smoke exposure period, mice under-
went cigarette smoke exposure twice a day for 144 min with one rest 
interval of 120 min. Cigarette-smoke-exposed mice were placed in a 
whole-body exposure chamber attached to the smoking apparatus, 
the mixing chamber and the air pump. Mainstream (which simulates 
active smoking) and side-stream (which simulates passive smoking) 
cigarette smoke were mixed and allowed to flow through the chamber. 
Kentucky (Tobacco and Health Research Institute, University of Ken-
tucky) 3R4F reference cigarettes (or 2R5F for the low-nicotine cigarettes 
experiment) were constantly burning and smoked using the Federal 
Trade Commission method, which consists of 2-s puffs of 35 cc each at 
1-min intervals. Each cigarette was smoked for 9 min. The chamber flow 
rate and the number of cigarettes smoked in parallel were adjusted to 
reach 150 mg m–3 intermediate levels of smoke inside the whole-body 
exposure chamber. Smoke levels were measured at least twice a day. 
Cigarettes were stored at 4 °C before use. At least 48 h before use, the 
cigarettes were placed in a closed chamber along with a solution of 
glycerin/water (mixed in a ratio of 0.76:0.26) to establish a relative 
humidity of 60%.

Ten-week-old C57BL/6J male mice were subjected to 
cigarette-smoke-exposure sessions twice a day in a whole-body expo-
sure chamber. In total, 64 research cigarettes per day per mouse were 
consumed for a period of 3 weeks. Using this regimen, cotinine (the 
major breakdown product of nicotine) plasma levels were compa-
rable to those measured in humans who are active cigarette smok-
ers25. To induce obesogenic conditions favouring the induction of 
SCWG, all mice in all cigarette-smoke exposure experiments, unless 
otherwise specified, consumed HFD from 3 days before the start of 
cigarette-smoke exposure for the duration of the experiment. To control 
for housing-related confounders, littermate controls were subjected 
to the same confined smoking chamber environment, without smoke 
exposure, in all experiments (termed Non-SMK or NS). After 3 weeks 

of smoke exposure, exposure was ceased in one of the smoke-exposed 
groups ('cessation' group), whereas it actively continued in ‘continu-
ous smoke exposure’ group (Extended Data Fig. 1a). Mice that did not 
complete the acute smoke exposure or cessation periods were excluded 
from the incremental area under the curve (iAUC) calculations and its 
related statistical test for this period. For key experiments, individual 
repeats were performed by two different investigators. 

Bomb calorimetry
Fecal samples were collected and stored at −80 °C. Before use, sam-
ples were dried using a FreeZone 4.5-litre cascade benchtop freeze 
dry system (Labconco) for 24 h. Gross energy content was measured 
using a water handling system (6510) and a bomb calorimeter (6200), 
both from Parr Instrument. The calorimeter energy equivalent factor 
was determined using benzoic acid standards. For each sample, the 
number of calories was normalized to its stool weight.

Metabolic cages
Metabolic cages (PhenoMaster system, TSE-Systems) were used to 
continuously measure food and liquid intake, energy expenditure, 
locomotor activity and respiratory exchange ratio. The system consists 
of a combination of sensitive feeding sensors for automated measure-
ments, gas calorimetry to calculate the energy expenditure of each 
mouse, and a photobeam-based activity monitoring system for ambu-
latory movements. Mice were acclimated to metabolic cage accom-
modation in parallel to the ongoing experiment without impairing its 
course or delaying the designated experimental milestones. Training 
included three separate sessions of 4 h each, after which mice were 
returned to their original cages. To account for increased animal stress 
as a consequence of cage transfer and single-housing, we excluded 
the data acquired in the first 24 h. Randomly selected mice from the 
smoke-exposure experiments were transferred into the metabolic 
cages immediately after the last exposure to cigarette smoke.

Plasma samples
Mice were anaesthetized by an intraperitoneal injection of keta-
mine (100 mg kg–1) and xylazine (10 mg kg–1). Blood was collected by 
retro-orbital sinus puncture through the medial canthus of the eye using 
glass capillaries. Blood samples were collected into heparin-coated 
tubes and kept on ice. Samples were then centrifuged for 15 min at 
10,000g at 4 °C. Plasma was collected and stored in −80 °C until use. 
Plasma levels of alanine aminotransferase, aspartate aminotransferase, 
cholesterol, ammonia and triglycerides were obtained using a Roche 
Cobas 111 serum analyser according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Fecal microbiome transplantation
C57BL/6J and SW GF mice were bred in the Weizmann Institute’s GF facil-
ity and routinely monitored for sterility. For the fecal transplantation 
experiment, 200 mg of stool per recipient (from frozen glycerol donor 
mouse pellets) was suspended in sterile PBS (–Ca2+, –Mg2+), vortexed 
until dissolved and allowed to precipitate for 10 min. Recipient mice 
were administered 200 µl of the supernatant solution by oral gavage. 
After transplantation, all mice were housed in sterilized/autoclaved 
gnotobiotic iso-cages to minimize unwanted exogenous colonization. 
In the FMT set of experiments, the weight change was calculated as 
the relative change from the mean weight of each cage at day 0. The 
time-series analysis of weight change was performed using lmer (linear 
mixed effect model and lmer test, see ‘Statistical analysis’ section) 
accounting for the time, the source of fecal donation (smoke exposure 
versus no smoke exposure) and interaction of these factors. Cage identi-
fiers were used as a source of random variation, which resulted in the 
following equation: weight change = time × donation +  (1 | cage). For 
pools of several experimental repeats, the random effect component 
in the formula was (1 | batch:cage) where batch denotes the experi-
mental repeat.



16S rDNA sequencing
Fresh fecal pellets were aseptically collected into sterile tubes, 
snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C. DNA was isolated 
from fecal samples using a PowerMag Soil DNA isolation kit (Qiagen) 
optimized for the Tecan automated platform. PCR amplification was 
performed on the entire V4 region of the 16S rDNA gene using the 515F 
(GTGCCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA)/806R (GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT) 
primers. Sequencing of these amplicons was performed on an Illumina 
MiSeq sequencer using 2 × 250-bp paired-end reads.

16S rDNA analysis
MiSeq (Illumina) fastq files were analysed using Qiime2 (v.2018.4.0). 
Using the demux-emp-paired plugin and the barcode mapping file, the 
reads were demultiplexed and assigned to their corresponding sam-
ple. De-noising and amplicon sequencing variants (ASV) tables were 
constructed using DADA2 plugin via command dada2-denoise-paired. 
Samples that did not reach the established sequencing depths (44,946, 
50,173 and 30,014 reads for the smoke exposure, intraperitoneal nicotine 
and oral nicotine experiments, respectively) were excluded from further 
analysis. ASVs were assigned with taxonomic annotations by applying 
the feature-classifier plugin (classify-sklearn) to our representative 
sequences and using a naive Bayes taxonomic classifier downloaded 
from Qiime’s data-resources page. Functional composition was estab-
lished from 16S rDNA using PICRUSt2 plugin for Qiime2 (v.2019.7.0)26.

Metabolite candidate assessment
For each plasma metabolite, a LMM accounting for smoke exposure, 
antibiotic treatment and time was fitted to identify patterns that paral-
leled the SCWG phenotype in the mouse groups exposed/not exposed 
to smoke and their respective antibiotic-treated groups (see ‘Statistical 
analysis’ section). Collectively, 41 metabolites (out of 627 annotated 
plasma metabolites) were significantly affected by smoke exposure, 
antibiotic treatment and their interactions (Extended Data Fig. 8c). 
A post hoc test (Sidak’s) further refined the candidate metabolite 
search according to the following criteria for the interactions: (1) sig-
nificant differential expression between mice exposed to smoke and 
not exposed to smoke; (2) significant differential expression between 
mice exposed to smoke and antibiotic-treated mice exposed to smoke; 
(3) non-significant differential expression between antibiotic-treated 
and non-treated mice not exposed to smoke; and (4) non-significant 
differential expression between antibiotic-treated mice not exposed 
to smoke and antibiotic-treated mice exposed to smoke.

Shotgun metagenomic sequencing
Illumina libraries were prepared using a Nextera DNA Library Prep kit 
(Illumina, FC-121-1031) according to the manufacturer’s protocol and 
sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq platform with a read length of 75 bp 
(single-end) for all samples except for Fig. 2a and for the inset of Fig. 2f 
and Extended Data Fig. 6b, for which paired-end sequenced with a read 
length of 75 bp was used.

Murine metagenomic analysis
Bcl2fastq (v2.17.1.14) was used to convert the raw output bcl files to 
fastq files. Reads were then QC trimmed using Trimmomatic (v.0.39)27. 
Bowtie2 (v.2.3.5.1) alignment against the mm10 host reference was 
performed (very sensitive preset), and reads mapping to the host refer-
ence were removed. For the specific pathogen-free (SPF) experimental 
setup, the read files of all samples were subsampled to a uniform depth 
of 11.4 million reads per sample (5.7 per mate). Fecal transplant experi-
ments were single-end sequenced in the same platform and rarefied 
to 3 million reads. Subsampling of reads was done using seqtk (v.1.2). 
Taxonomic annotation of short reads was performed using Kraken2 
(v.2.0.8)28 mapping to GTDB reference (release 89) followed by the 
execution of Bracken (v.2.5). Functional annotations were done using 

diamond (v.0.9.24)29 through a translated search (blastx) of the short 
reads against a reference database that included all EC-annotated entries 
of bacterial organisms found in UniProt. Statistical analysis of count 
data was conducted using DESeq2. Differential relative abundance 
tests for compositional data were performed using Mann–Whitney  
U-tests. All heatmaps present features that were the top-ranking  
contributors to a partial least-squares discrimination model.

Human cohort metagenomic analysis
Annotation of the human metagenomes was done using a 
metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) reference catalogue, assem-
bled using metagenomes of the murine fecal transplant experiment 
(Fig. 2f, Extended Data Fig. 6b, insets), which were paired end and 
sequenced to a mean depth of 20.4 M±1.48 M (s.d.) reads per mate 
(40.8 M ± 2.96 s.d. overall). A KEGG-annotated gene catalogue was 
constructed out of the MAGs found using Anvi’o software, following 
the methodology as described30. Specifically, a co-assembly of contigs 
was created for the union of all reads from each group in the experiment 
using MegaHit31. For each contigs database (db), HMMER32 was then 
used to identify bacterial and archaeal genes. Taxonomic identification 
was done using Centrifuge33. Each sample was then mapped to the scaf-
folds of its group using bowtie2, and mapping results were profiled by 
coverage and detection estimation of each scaffold. Profiles of the same 
group were then merged and contigs therein binned using CONCOCT34. 
After manual curation of the bins, a recommended step in the Anvi’o 
pipeline, MAGs were defined as bins with >70% completion in <10% 
redundancy. Dereplication of the MAGs from all profiles was done using 
fastANI35 (97% similarity and k-mer size of 10). Gene calls with KEGG 
annotations were extracted from the non-redundant MAGs collection 
to form the gene catalogue. Then single-end, shotgun metagenomic 
samples from the human cohort were pre-processed in a similar way to 
the murine metagenomic data, with the exception of using reference 
hg19 for removal of host reads. Reads were then subsampled to an even 
depth of 8 million reads, and samples of shallower sequencing depth 
were omitted from the analysis, which resulted in a cohort of 60 human 
participants. Finally, metagenomic profiles of the human samples were 
obtained by mapping the reads against the gene catalogue described 
above using bowtie2. A binary classifier was trained by fitting a Gradi-
entBoosting classifier on top of partial least-squares regression (both 
implemented in scikit-learn Python package, v.0.20.0) with default 
hyperparameters. The receiver operating characteristic curve was 
evaluated by executing stratified k-fold iterations for six different splits.

Single-cell RNA sequencing
Epididymal-adipose tissue from controls and treated (with DMG and 
ACG) mice (n = 4 per group) was dissected and placed in 5 ml of DMEM 
(without phenol red, 4,500 mg l–1 glucose) at room temperature and dis-
integrated by chopping with sterile scissors. Subsequently, 0.2 g ml–1 of 
collagenase II (Sigma-Aldrich, C6885) was added and samples were incu-
bated for 20 min at 37 °C with shaking. Subsequently, 5 ml of cold DMEM 
was added to each sample and filtered through a 250-µm mesh. Samples 
were centrifuged at room temperature for 5 min at 300g without breaks 
and with slow acceleration. The pellets containing immune cells were 
recovered, resuspended in 0.5 ml ACK buffer (Gibco, A1049201), and 
incubated for 1 min. Then, 14 ml of PBS was added, and cells were col-
lected by centrifugation at 500g for 10 min. Pellets were resuspended 
in PBS with 0.04% BSA, filtered through a 40-µm mesh, counted and 
loaded onto a Chromium 3′ RNA v3.1 chip (10X Genomics) aiming for 
6,000 cells per sample. Libraries were prepared according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions and sequenced on a Novaseq6000 (R2 89bp).

Single-cell RNA-sequencing data analysis
Data were demultiplexed, mapped and unique transcripts were counted 
using the Cell Ranger pipeline (v.6.0.0) and GRCm38.p4 mouse genome. 
A total of 16 samples were combined using aggr with the default 
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downsampling normalization disabled. Raw count matrix was imported 
into R for further analysis. Cells with fewer than 600 transcripts and 
with more than 20% reads mapping to the mitochondrial genomes 
were filtered, as well as genes detected in fewer than 3 cells. Data were 
normalized and scaled using Seurat package (v.3.2.3)36. Next, 2,000 
of the most variable genes were identified using the ‘vst’ method and 
FindVariableFeatures function, and dimensionality was reduced using 
principal component analysis. The first 30 dimensions were used to 
construct a shared nearest neighbour graph based on which clusters 
were identified. Clusters containing immune cells were identified by the 
expression of Ptprc, subsetted and reclustered in the same manner as 
described above. Clusters containing doublets were removed from the 
analysis. Remaining cells were divided into the following categories: (1) 
T cells and innate lymphoid cells (ILCs); (2) macrophages and dendritic 
cells (subset 2); and (3) remaining cells (which were clustered again and 
annotated based on previously published data20,37).

Differential expression was performed by calculating pseudobulk 
transcriptomes for each cluster and each condition using DESeq2 
(v.1.30.0)38. Gene Ontology analysis was performed using differentially 
expressed genes (adjusted P value of < 0.05) and gprofiler2 package 
(v.0.2.0)39 with the function ordered_query =T.

Quantitative PCR
DNA templates were diluted to a final amount of 1 ng per reac-
tion. Amplifications were performed with the following 
primer sets: BHMT forward, 5′-GCCACCGGCTTCAGAAAAA-3′; 
BHMT reverse, 5′- CCGGAAGCTATTCGCAGATT-3′. HPRT for-
ward, 5′-TCAGTCAACGGGGGACATAAA-3′; and HPRT reverse, 
5′-GGGGCTGTACTGCTTAACCAG-3′. Fast SYBR Green Master Mix 
(ThermoFisher) was used in duplicates. Amplification conditions 
were as follows: denaturation at 95 °C for 20 s, followed by 40 cycles 
of denaturation at 95 °C for 1 s; annealing at 60 °C for 20 s followed by 
melting curve. Duplicates with >1 cycle difference were excluded from 
the analysis. Data were analysed using the ∆Ct method.

Targeted metabolomics
d4-nicotinamide and 13C6-arginine (10 ng ml–1 and 200 ng ml–1, respec-
tively; Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) were added as internal 
standards. Liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry 
(LC–MS/MS) analysis was performed on an Acquity UPLC system and 
triple quadrupole Xevo TQ-S (both Waters). TargetLynx (Waters) was 
applied for quantitation based on standard curves. Stool samples were 
weighed into 2-ml safe-lock Eppendorf tubes, and 300 µl of 70% ethanol 
in double-distilled water was added. Samples were homogenized using 
a bead beater with metal balls. Plasma samples (30 µl) were mixed with 
90 µl of 70% acetonitrile. The extracts were centrifuged and filtered 
through PTFE 0.2-µm filter vials (Thompson) for analysis of DMG, tri-
methylglycine and choline. For analysis of nicotine and cotinine, sam-
ples were dried in a speed vac to remove the methanol before drying was 
completed in a lyophilizer, then re-dissolved in 100 µl of 20% ethanol, 
centrifuged and filtered through PVDF 0.2-µm filters (Millex-GV, Mil-
lipore). Metabolites levels below 0.001 ng ml-1were defined as 0.001. 
Stool metabolites (ng ml–1) were normalized per mg of stool.

Nicotine and cotinine. The following LC parameters were used: acquity 
BEH C8 column (2.1 × 100 mm, 1.7 µm; Waters) at 30 °C. Gradient con-
ditions of mobile phases A (10 mM ammonium formate, pH 3.0) and B 
(acetonitrile) were as follows: 0 min, 5% B; 2.5 min, 45% B; 2.8 min, 100% 
B; 3.3 min, 5% B; 5 min, 5% B. The injection volume was 1.0 µl and the 
flow rate was 0.2 ml min–1. The following MS/MS parameters were used: 
electrospray ionization in positive-ion mode, desolvation temperature, 
400 °C; desolvation gas flow, 700 l h–1; cone gas flow, 150 l h–1; nebulizer 
pressure, 7 Bar; capillary voltage, 0.5 kV, cone voltage 25 V. The MRM 
transitions were as follows: nicotine: 163.1 > 130.1 and 163.1 > 132.1, col-
lision energy (CE) 16 and 12 V, respectively; cotinine: 177.1 > 80.0 and 

177.1 > 98.1, CE 18 for both; d4-nicotinamide: 127 > 81 and 127 > 84, CE 
19 and 17 V, respectively, with argon 0.10 mg min–1 as the collision gas.

DMG, betaine, ACG and choline. The following LC parameters were 
used: Atlantis Premier BEH C18 AX (2.1 × 100 mm, 1.7 µm; Waters) at 
25 °C. Gradient conditions of mobile phases A (0.2% formic acid in 
water) and B (0.2% formic acid in acetonitrile) were as follows: 0.1% B 
for 2 min; increase to 100% B for 4 min; hold at 100% B during 1 min; 
back to 0.1% B for 1 min, then equilibration 5 min. The injection vol-
ume was 1.0 µl and the flow rate was 0.1 ml min–1. The following MS/MS 
parameters were used: electrospray ionization in positive-ion mode, 
desolvation temperature 400 °C; desolvation gas flow 600 l h–1; cone 
gas flow 150 l h–1; nebulizer pressure 7 Bar; capillary voltage, 0.6 kV, 
cone voltage 22 V.

The MRM transitions were as follows: DMG: 104.0 > 58.1, CE 11 V; 
betaine: 118.1 > 59.2, CE 15 V; choline: 104.2 > 60.2, CE 14 V; ACG: 
117.8 > 75.8, CE 7 V, 13C6-arginine: 181.1 > 61.1 and 181.1 > 74.2 CE 16 V for 
both; d4-nicotinamide: as described above, with argon 0.10 mg min–1 
as the collision gas.

Quantification of labelled D13-choline sulfate products. D13-choline 
sulfate products were analysed in a similar manner to the unlabelled 
samples described above. Aliquots of samples of each type were col-
lected to form the pools. These pools were spiked with a non-labelled 
standard mix to build standard curves. No internal standards were 
used. The obtained standard curves were used for quantitation of 
corresponding labelled compounds assuming identical ionization of 
labelled and unlabelled metabolites.

The following MRM transitions were used: D13-choline: 117.2 > 69.2, 
CE 14 V; D11-betaine: 129.1 > 68.2, CE 15 V; D8-DMG: 111.8 > 66.1, CE 11 V; 
D2-ACG: 120.0 > 78.0, CE 7 V.

Untargeted metabolomics profiling
Fecal and blood samples were collected, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen 
and stored at −80 °C until processing and analysis by Metabolon. In 
brief, samples were processed using an automated MicroLab STAR sys-
tem (Hamilton). To remove protein, small molecules bound to protein 
or trapped in the precipitated protein matrix were dissociated, and to 
recover chemically diverse metabolites, proteins were precipitated 
with methanol. The resulting extract was divided into five fractions: 
ultra-pressure liquid chromatograph (UPLC)–MS/MS with positive-ion 
mode electrospray ionization; UPLC–MS/MS with negative-ion mode 
electrospray ionization; LC polar platform; gas chromatography (GC)–
MS; and one sample was reserved for backup. Samples were placed 
briefly on a TurboVap (Zymark) to remove the organic solvent. For LC, 
the samples were stored overnight under nitrogen before preparation 
for analysis. For GC, each sample was dried under vacuum overnight 
before preparation for analysis. Data extraction and compound identifi-
cation were as follows: raw data were extracted, peaks identified and QC 
was processed using Metabolon’s hardware and software. Compounds 
were identified by comparison to library entries of purified standards 
or recurrent unknown entities.Values were first normalized for raw area 
counts. Values for each metabolite were then re-scaled to have a median 
of 1 (ignoring missing values). Missing values of each metabolite were 
imputed using the minimal observed value of that metabolite. This 
process results in a scaled, imputed dataset (SmD).

Metabolite supplementation
For in vivo supplementation, Alzet osmotic minipumps (model 2004) 
were used to infuse the compound at a rate of 0.25 µl h–1 for 28 days. 
The pumps were filled with 200 µl of the following metabolite: DMG 
(N,N-dimethylglycine, ≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich, 100 mg kg–1 day–1); vareni-
cline (varenicline tartrate, ≥98% HPLC, Sigma-Aldrich, 0.5 mg kg–1 day–

1); or trigonelline (trigonelline hydrochloride, analytical standard, 
Sigma-Aldrich, 70 mg kg–1 day–1), diluted in PBS (–Ca2+, –Mg2+). Vehicle 



control pumps contained an equivalent volume of PBS (–Ca2+, –Mg2+). 
Mice were anaesthetized by an intraperitoneal injection of ketamine 
(100 mg kg–1) and xylazine (10 mg kg–1) mixture; thereafter, the skin 
of the neck was shaved and sterilized with 70% ethanol. Then, a 1 cm 
incision was made in the skin, and the osmotic minipumps were sub-
cutaneously inserted after minimal blunt dissection and placed above 
the right hind flank. The cut was then closed with sterile surgical clips 
and the mice were carefully monitored for any signs of stress, bleeding, 
pain or abnormal behaviour. For the in vivo administration of nicotine, 
mice were intraperitoneally injected with 0.15 mg ml–1 nicotine twice a 
day for 3 weeks. Formylanthranilic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved 
in PBS (–Ca2+, –Mg2+) and added to drinking water for a final concentra-
tion of 0.35 mg ml–1. For the administration of tagged- choline sulfate, 
mice were orally gavaged with 50 mg ml–1 of D13-choline sulfate (Cam-
bridge Isotope Laboratories). Four hours after administration, stool 
and plasma samples were collected.

Human trial
Data of the observational human cohort were obtained from baseline 
samples of an unrelated experiment, which was approved by the Weiz-
mann Institute of Science Bioethics and Embryonic Stem Cell Research 
oversight committee (IRB approval number 170-2), registration num-
ber NCT03708939. The study has been completed and unpublished. 
Ninety-six healthy volunteers were recruited in Israel for this study 
between 2018 and 2020. Age- and body–mass index (BMI)-matched 
cohorts of participants who do not smoke (n = 62) and participants 
who are active smokers (n = 34) were utilized. Blood and stool samples 
were collected from the participants, and these samples were sub-
jected to targeted mass spectrometry and metagenomic sequencing, 
respectively. All participants received financial compensation for 
their participation in the study. All participants fulfilled the follow-
ing inclusion criteria: males and females aged 18–70 years; BMI < 28; 
and ability to provide informed consent. The following exclusion 
criteria were applied: (1) pregnancy or fertility treatments; (2) use 
of antibiotics or antifungals within 3 months before participation; 
(3) consumption of probiotics or non-nutritive sweeteners within 
1 month before participation; (4) chronically active inflammatory, 
cardiovascular, infectious, endocrine or neoplastic disease within the 
3 years before enrolment; (5) chronic gastrointestinal disorder, includ-
ing inflammatory bowel disease and celiac disease or gastrointestinal 
surgery such as bariatric surgery; (6) neuropsychiatric disorder; (7) 
coagulation disorders; (8) pre-diagnosed type 1 or type 2 diabetes 
mellitus or treatment with anti-diabetic medications; (9) alcohol or 
substance abuse. Adherence to inclusion and exclusion criteria were 
validated by medical doctors.

Data integrity check
Figure and supplementary figure panels were checked for data integrity 
using the Proofig pipeline, https://www.proofig.com.

Statistical analysis
Statistical tests were performed using GraphPad Prism 9.2, Qiime2 
plugins, R and python. Each treatment group consisted of at least two 
cages to control for cage effect. For pooled analysis of results from 
different independent repeats, all mice from the same experimental 
group were pooled and a new statistical comparison was made for the 
entire pooled experiment, as performed for the individual repeats. For 
comparisons between two groups, unpaired t-test or Mann–Whitney 
U-test was performed. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to conduct 
paired comparisons. F-test or Kruskal–Wallis was used for compari-
sons of more than two groups. Correction of the multiple comparison 
tests Sidak, Tukey or Dunn. False discovery rate adjustment was per-
formed using the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure. Nonparametric 
hypothesis testing methods were used for cases when the measured 
quantity could not be assumed to follow a normal distribution and 

failed to pass the Shapiro–Wilk normality test. For cases when miss-
ing values prevented the use of analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 
repeated measures, the analysis was done by fitting a LMM as imple-
mented in GraphPad Prism 9.2. The LMM uses a compound symmetry 
covariance matrix and fits using restricted maximum likelihood. The 
weight change in the cessation of smoke-exposure experiments was 
modelled as follows: weight change (%) = time (days) × antibiotics 
(yes/no)  × group (exposed/not exposed to smoke) +  (1 | mouse). For 
the osmotic pump experiments: weight change = time × smoke expo-
sure × pump (none, PBS, DMG, ACG)  × antibiotics +  (1 | mouse). For the 
analysis of pooled repetitions of the same experiment, to account for 
the variability between repetitions, the random effect component was 
formulated as (1 | batch:mouse) where batch is the experimental repeti-
tion identifier. Coefficient estimates, errors and P values obtained for 
the pooled experiments and separate repetitions therein are reported 
in Supplementary Table 1. Modelling the variation of metabolite levels 
in the metabolomics data was done using the following formulation: 
metabolite levels = time × antibiotics (yes/no) × group + (1 | mouse). 
Multivariate hypothesis testing for taxonomic and functional micro-
biome composition data was done using permutational analysis of 
variance (PERMANOVA) for comparisons between different time 
points of the same group. The permutations were stratified only to 
those shuffling labels of samples from the same mouse; in all cases, 
PERMANOVA was applied directly to the full (untruncated) distance/
dissimilarity matrix. P values of <0.05 were considered significant. 
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature 
Research Reporting Summary linked to this paper.

Data availability
Raw metagenomic sequences and resolved MAGs are available at 
the European Nucleotide Archive under project accession number 
PRJEB40095. Single-cell RNA raw sequences are deposited in ArrayEx-
press with accession E-MTAB-10869. Metabolomic data are provided 
in Supplementary Table 4 and in the publicly accessible platform of 
Mendeley at https://doi.org/10.17632/539zh45tw2.1. Source data are 
provided with this paper.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | The smoking cessation mouse model. (a) Experimental  
scheme, HFD-fed mice. Mice not exposed to cigarette smoke (Non-SMK),  
mice exposed to smoke and cessation (SMK) and mice continuously exposed 
to smoke (continuous SMK). SMK group was exposed to cigarette smoke for  
3 weeks, 5 days/week. Continuously smoke exposed group was exposed to 
cigarette-smoke throughout the duration of the experiment. (b) Weight 
change of HFD-fed mice during smoke exposure  and following discontinuation 
of smoke exposure (cessation). Non-SMK, SMK and continuous SMK (n = 10), 
mean ± s.e.m.; day 63: one-way ANOVA and Tukey correction. Inset: iAUC of 
weight change at smoke exposure or cessation, one-way ANOVA and Tukey 
correction, mean ± s.e.m. (c–e) Ammonia (c), cholesterol (d) and HDL (e) levels 
during smoke exposure and cessation: Non-SMK (at smoke exposure n = 9 for 
ammonia and n = 10 for d-e; at cessation n = 8 for all groups), SMK and 
continuous SMK (at smoke exposure n = 10, at cessation n = 8), mean values. 
Smoke exposure phase: two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test (c, e) or unpaired  
two-sided t-test (d); cessation: Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s test. In the smoke 

exposure phase, SMK and continuous SMK were considered as one group.  
(f–g) Aspartate aminotransferase (AST, f) and alanine aminotransferase (ALT, 
g) levels during smoke exposure and cessation: Non-SMK, SMK, continuous 
SMK (n = 10 per group during smoke exposure; n = 8 per group during 
cessation); two-sided Mann-Whitney U- test for smoke exposure, Kruskal-Wallis 
and Dunn’s test for cessation, mean values. (h–j) non-fasting glucose (h), 
triglycerides (i) and albumin (ALB, j) levels during smoke exposure and 
cessation: Non-SMK, SMK and continuous SMK (n = 10 per group during smoke 
exposure, n = 8 per group during cessation). Glucose: unpaired two-sided t-test 
for smoke exposure and one-way ANOVA with Tukey correction for cessation; 
triglycerides and albumin: unpaired two-sided t-test for smoke exposure and 
Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s test for cessation. Plasma samples were collected  
21 days during smoke exposure and on day 63 during cessation, mean values. 
Grey backgrounds represent cessation period. *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; 
****P<0.0001, exact P values presented in Supplementary Table 1.



Extended Data Fig. 2 | Impact of microbiome depletion on SCWG. (a) Lean 
(top) and fat (bottom) mass during smoke exposure (day 19) and cessation (day 
35). Non-SMK (n = 30 at smoke exposure, n = 6 at cessation), SMK (n = 38 at 
smoke exposure, n = 5 at cessation), Non-SMK+abx (at smoke exposure n = 20, 
at cessation n = 5), SMK+abx (at smoke exposure n = 15, at cessation n = 5), 
HFD-fed mice, three-way during smoke exposure and cessation, mean values. 
(b) Weight change during smoke exposure and cessation. HFD-fed mice, 
Non-SMK and Non-SMK+abx (n = 10), SMK, SMK+abx and SMK+abx at cessation 
(n = 9), mean ± s.e.m. For (b–d): last day: one-way ANOVA and Sidak correction. 

Inset: iAUC, one-way ANOVA and Sidak correction, mean ± s.e.m. (c) Weight 
change during smoke exposure and cessation in mice exposed to low-nicotine 
cigarette smoke and fed with HFD. Non-SMK, SMK and Non-SMK+abx (n = 10), 
SMK+abx (n = 9), mean ± s.e.m. (d) Weight change during smoke exposure and 
cessation. HFD-fed mice were implanted with osmotic pumps containing 
vehicle (PBS) or 0.5 mg/kg/day varenicline (var). Non-SMK and Non-SMK+var 
(n = 5), SMK and SMK+var (n = 10), mean ± s.e.m. Grey background in graphs 
refers to cessation period. *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; ****P<0.0001, exact  
P values presented in Supplementary Table 1.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Metabolic impacts of antibiotics treatment on 
SCWG. (a–c) Metabolic cage analysis during smoke exposure cessation over a 
period of 260h, n = 4 for all mice groups, HFD-fed mice. Locomotion (a, ‘cnts’ 
refers to light beam break count), food intake (b, total kcal), respiratory 
exchange ratio (c, RER); inset: AUC (baseline = 0, baseline of RER = 0.7). 
One-way ANOVA and Sidak correction, mean ± s.e.m. (d) Energy expenditure 
analysis during cessation over a period of 260h. Non-SMK and Non-SMK+abx 
(n = 8), SMK (n = 5), SMK+abx (n = 6). Inset: AUC (baseline= minimum score, 

14.1), One-way ANOVA and Sidak correction, mean ± s.e.m. (e) Pearson 
correlation between fecal calories and weight gain rate, smoke 
exposure (circles) and cessation (triangles). SMK (smoke exposure period n = 8, 
cessation period n = 9, red), SMK+abx (smoke exposure period n = 9, cessation 
period n = 9, yellow). Lines represent linear regression slopes and intercepts. 
Grey background in graphs refers to the dark cycle. *P<0.05; **P<0.01; exact  
P values presented in Supplementary Table 1.



Extended Data Fig. 4 | Microbiome changes during smoke exposure and 
cessation. (a–b) 16S rDNA-based principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) for  
(a) Bray-Curtis dissimilarity or (b) Jaccard similarity for HFD-fed Non-SMK  
and SMK mice at day 21 (smoke exposure). Non-SMK (n = 10), SMK (n = 8) mice. 
Inset: PERMANOVA. (c) KEGG modules fully covered by KEGG orthologs that 
significantly differed upon comparisons between day 0 and day 21. HFD-fed 
mice, Non-SMK (n = 10 for all times), SMK (n = 10 for day 0, n = 8 for day 21); 
asterisks denote significant differences between day 21 versus day 0 for each 
group (Q < 0.1); two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test with BKY correction. (d) Alpha 
diversity quantified as Shannon index in fecal samples at day 0 (baseline), 21 
(smoke exposure) and 35 (cessation). HFD-fed mice, Non-SMK and SMK n = 10 

mice per group; PERMANOVA, mean values. (e–f) PCA of species-level relative 
abundance at day 0 (e, baseline) and day 35 (f, cessation), HFD-fed mice n = 10 
per group; inset: PERMANOVA. (g) Alpha diversity quantified as Shannon index 
in fecal samples at day 0 (baseline), 21 (smoke exposure) and 35 (cessation). 
HFD-fed mice, SMK (n = 10 for all times), SMK+abx (n = 10 at days 0 and 21, n = 9 
at day 35); PERMANOVA, mean values. (h) Heatmap representing differentially 
abundant bacteria (genus level) in HFD-fed Non-SMK versus SMK mice at day 21 
(smoke exposure). n = 10 mice per group; DESeq2; coloured bar represents z 
score. *P<0.05; ***P<0.001; ****P<0.0001, exact P values presented in 
Supplementary Table 1.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Nicotine impacts on the microbiome and SCWG.  
(a) Nicotine and cotinine levels in peripheral plasma, portal vein plasma and 
stool in naive SPF and GF mice. SPF (n = 6), GF (n = 5 for plasma and portal vein, 
n = 6 for stool); two-sided Mann-Whitney U test, mean values. (b) Plasma 
nicotine and cotinine levels during smoke exposure. Non-SMK (n = 8), SMK  
and SMK+abx (n = 10), Non-SMK+abx (n = 9), HFD-fed mice, Kruskal-Wallis and 
Dunn’s test, mean values. (c) Fecal nicotine levels in HFD-fed mice exposed  
for 3 weeks to cigarettes smoke or to nicotine by intra-peritoneal (i.p.) 
injections; n = 10 mice per group; Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s test, mean values. 
(d) PCoA depicting Jaccard similarity in mice exposed to cigarette smoke or to 
i.p. nicotine; Naive (n = 9), SMK (n = 10), nicotine-administered (i.p., n = 8) mice; 
pairwise PERMANOVA. (e) Weight change in mice exposed to cigarette smoke 
or to i.p. nicotine; Naïve and nicotine (n = 9), SMK (n = 10); day 21: one-way 

ANOVA and Tukey correction, mean values. (f–g) 16S rDNA-based PCoA 
depicting (f) Bray-Curtis dissimilarity and (g) Jaccard distance; Naive and  
SMK (n = 10), nicotine-administered via drinking water (n = 9), pairwise 
PERMANOVA. (h) Weight change in mice exposed for 3 weeks to cigarette 
smoke or to nicotine via drinking water. Naive and SMK (n = 10) nicotine  
(n = 9); day 21: one-way ANOVA and Tukey correction, mean values. (i) Plasma 
levels of nicotine and cotinine in HFD-fed mice administered with PBS or 
nicotine by osmotic pumps for 3 weeks, n = 10 mice per group; two-sided 
Mann-Whitney U-test, mean values. ( j) Weight change in HFD-fed mice 
administered with PBS or nicotine by osmotic pumps for 4 weeks. n = 10 mice 
per group; day 28: unpaired two-sided t-test, mean values. *P<0.05; **P<0.01; 
***P<0.001; ****P<0.0001, P values presented in Supplementary Table 1.



Extended Data Fig. 6 | Fecal microbiome transplantation (FMT) from mice 
exposed to smoke. (a) Experimental scheme of FMT experiments performed 
using fecal donations from mice exposed to smoke. Fecal samples from 
Non-SMK and SMK mice at day 7 (early smoke exposure) or day 18 (during 
smoke exposure) were transferred into GF mice of the designated strains, fed 
with the designated diets. (b–d) Weight change of GF mice following FMT. Fecal 
donations were collected at day 7 from HFD-fed C57BL/6 mice. For b, c, d, f: day 
28, unpaired two-sided t-test, mean ± s.e.m.; upper inset: shotgun metagenomic 
sequencing showing PCA of species composition (for b Non-SMK n = 5, SMK 
n = 7 mice, for c, d, f n = 6 mice per group), PERMANOVA. (b) Recipients: 
HFD-fed SW mice. Non-SMK (n = 11), and SMK (n = 13) mice; day 28: unpaired 
two-sided t-test, mean ± s.e.m. (c) Recipients: HFD-fed C57BL/6 mice. Non-SMK 

(n = 7) and SMK (n = 6) mice, mean ± s.e.m. (d) Recipients: NC-fed C57BL/6 mice, 
n = 6 mice per group, mean ± s.e.m. (e) Experimental scheme of FMT 
experiments performed during cessation. Fecal samples from Non-SMK and 
SMK mice at day 24 (cessation) were transferred into GF mice of the designated 
strains, fed the designated diets. (f) Weight change of GF mice receiving FMT 
from C57BL/6 NC-fed mice at day 4 of cessation (total day 24). Recipients: 
NC-fed C57BL/6 mice, n = 6 mice per group, mean ± s.e.m. (g) Heatmap 
presenting log2 fold change of bacteria that were significantly changed 
(Q < 0.05) at least in two conditions (presented in Extended Data Fig. 6e); 
DESeq2; ns.: non-significant; coloured bar represents log fold change. *P<0.05; 
**P<0.01, ****P<0.0001, exact P values presented in Supplementary Table 1.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Functional features of transplanted microbiomes 
from mice exposed to smoke and at cessation. (a) Heatmaps describing 
the functional potential of metagenomic features (EC annotated) in shotgun 
metagenomics, corresponding to the conditions of Extended Data Fig. 6e. 
Features were grouped according to BRITE hierarchy; colored bar represents  
z score. (b–c) Weight change of GF C57BL/6 mice following FMT. Fecal 
donations were collected at day 24 of smoke exposure and cessation from 

abx-treated or untreated HFD-fed C57BL/6 mice (b) or NC (c); Day 28, unpaired 
two-sided t-test, mean ± s.e.m. (b) Recipients: HFD-fed C57BL/6 mice, SMK 
(n = 7) and SMK+abx (n = 6), mean ± s.e.m. (c) Recipients: NC-fed C57BL/6 mice, 
n = 6 per group, mean ± s.e.m. (d–e) Fecal calories of GF recipients after FMT 
from early smoke exposure (d, Non-SMK n = 5, SMK n = 6) or cessation (e, n = 5 
mice per group); unpaired two-sided t-test, mean values. *P<0.05, **P<0.01,  
P values presented in Supplementary Table 1.



Extended Data Fig. 8 | Candidate metabolites associated with SCWG.  
(a) Heatmaps depicting plasma metabolites of HFD-fed mice during smoke 
exposure (day 15) and cessation (day 30). Non-SMK, SMK+abx (n = 7 smoke 
exposure, n = 6 cessation), SMK (n = 6 smoke exposure, n = 5 cessation), 
Non-SMK+abx (n = 8 smoke exposure, n = 6 cessation); heatmap intensities 
represent normalized metabolite levels (z-score). (b) Heatmaps depicting fecal 
metabolites during smoke exposure (day 21) and cessation (day 35). Non-SMK 
and Non-SMK+abx (n = 9 for smoke exposure and n = 6 for cessation), SMK (n = 8 
for smoke exposure and n = 5 for cessation) and SMK+abx (n = 8 for smoke 
exposure and n = 6 for cessation) HFD-fed mice; heatmap intensities represent 
normalized metabolite levels (z-score). (c) LMM, utilizing both smoke and 
antibiotics alterations throughout time and quantifying their interactive 
impacts on plasma metabolite levels at smoke exposure. Venn diagram (left) 
represents significant (p<0.05) metabolites impacted by smoke exposure, 

antibiotics and their interactions. Post-hoc: Tukey correction for multiple 
comparisons. Venn diagram (right): metabolites fulfilling both mixed linear 
model and statistical hypothesis testing criteria. (d) Predicted gene copy 
numbers (PICRUSt2) of fecal choline sulfatase: Non-SMK (n = 10), SMK (n = 8) 
HFD-fed mice; unpaired two-sided t-test; mean values. (e-f) Fecal metabolites, 
untargeted mass spectrometry, HFD-fed mice, Non-SMK (n = 9), SMK (n = 8 at 
smoke exposure), unpaired two-sided t-test, mean ± s.e.m. values of (e) choline 
and (f) betaine; SmD- scaled imputed data, log scale values (methods). (g) qPCR 
quantification of liver betaine-homocysteine S-methyltransferase (BHMT) 
transcripts during smoke exposure. HFD-fed mice, Non-SMK (n = 4), SMK 
(n = 6); two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test, mean ±s.e.m. (h) Plasma DMG levels, 
assessed by targeted mass spectrometry. Non-SMK, Non-SMK+abx and 
SMK+abx (n = 10), SMK (n = 9), mice fed with HFD; Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s test, 
mean values. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, exact P values presented in Supplementary Table 1.
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Extended Data Fig. 9 | See next page for caption.



Extended Data Fig. 9 | Metabolite impacts on SCWG. (a–b) Weight change 
during smoke exposure and cessation upon addition of N-formylanthranilic 
acid (a, N-FAN acid) or trigonelline (b, TRI). a: n = 10 HFD-fed mice per group, 
mean ± s.e.m; day 42: unpaired 2-sided t test; iAUC: unpaired 2-sided t test, 
mean ± s.e.m. b: Non-SMK+abx+PBS, Non-SMK+abx+TRI and SMK+abx+TRI 
(n = 10), SMK+abx+PBS (n = 9), HFD-fed mice, mean ± s.e.m; day 35: one-way 
ANOVA Sidak correction; inset: iAUC; one-way ANOVA Sidak correction, 
mean ± s.e.m. (c) iAUC of weight change at smoke exposure or cessation of 
Fig 4a. NS+abx (n = 9), SMK+abx+PBS (n = 10 smoke exposure, n = 9 cessation), 
all other groups n = 10; one-way ANOVA Sidak correction; box plots represent 
max-min values. Rx- treatment. (d) Plasma levels of metabolites of the DMG 
biosynthesis pathway assessed by targeted mass spectrometry in mice 
consuming choline-deficient diet (CDD), n = 10; two-sided Mann-Whitney U-
test, mean values. (e) Hepatic BHMT qPCR during smoke exposure in mice 
consuming CDD, n = 10; unpaired two-sided t-test, mean values. (f) Targeted 

mass spectrometry of plasma DMG. PBS (n = 9), DMG (n = 10) HFD-fed mice; 
two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test, mean values. (g–h) Weight change during 
DMG supplementation on day 14 (g, n = 10) or day 49 (h, PBS: n = 19, DMG: n = 18, 
pool of 2 independent repeats), mean ± s.e.m., HFD-fed mice; last time point: 
unpaired two-sided t-test. Inset: iAUC, unpaired two-sided t-test, mean ± s.e.m. 
(i) Plasma levels of HFD-fed mice treated with PBS (n = 8 for all paraments 
except n = 7 for NH3) or DMG (n = 10 for all parameters except n = 9 for ALT); 
unpaired two-sided t-test, except two-sided Mann Whitney U test for NH3 and 
HDL; mean values. ( j–m) Metabolic cage analysis for 172h in DMG versus PBS 
supplemented mice. Locomotion ( j, n = 8), respiratory exchange ratio (k, RER, 
n = 4), energy expenditure (l, n = 4) and food intake (Total kcal, m, n = 8). Inset: 
AUC; unpaired two-sided t-test, mean ± s.e.m. Grey background depicts the 
cessation period (a–c) or the dark cycle ( j–i). *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; 
****P<0.0001, P values presented in Supplementary Table 1.
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Extended Data Fig. 10 | ACG supplementation ameliorates weight gain. 
 (a) Plasma levels of ACG during smoke exposure (day 15) and cessation (day 30). 
Non-SMK (n = 7 for smoke exposure, n = 5 for cessation), SMK (n = 6 for smoke 
exposure, n = 5 for cessation), Non-SMK+abx (n = 8 for smoke exposure, n = 6  
for cessation), SMK+abx (n = 7 for smoke exposure, n = 6 for cessation), HFD-fed 
mice; two-way ANOVA and BH correction (Q < 0.1), mean values. (b) Calories 
measured in rodent diet. n = 3 mice per group; one-way ANOVA and Tukey 
correction, mean values. (c) Plasma levels of ACG in HFD (Control, n = 10) or 
HFD+ACG (ACG, n = 9) mice, assessed by targeted mass spectrometry. 
Unpaired two-sided t-test, mean values. (d) Weight change during ACG 
supplementation. n = 5 HFD-fed mice per group, mean ± s.e.m.; day 14: unpaired 
two-sided t-test. Inset: iAUC, unpaired two-sided t-test, mean ± s.e.m. (e) GTT 
during ACG administration (day 49) n = 10 HFD-fed mice per group. Inset: AUC, 

Unpaired two-sided t-test, mean ± s.e.m. (f) Plasma biochemical levels Control 
(n = 19 except n = 17 for TG & urea, n = 18 for albumin). ACG (n = 19 except for 
n = 18 for NH3) HFD-fed mice. Two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test, except for 
unpaired two-sided t-test for glucose, total cholesterol, urea and total protein, 
mean values. (g–j) Metabolic cage analysis for 384h, n = 4 HFD-fed mice per 
group, dashed line indicates the starting day of the diet. (g) Food intake (total 
kcal); (h) locomotion (‘cnts’ refers to light beam break count); (i) respiratory 
exchange ratio (RER); and ( j) energy expenditure; inset: AUC, unpaired 
two-sided t-test except two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test for energy 
expenditure, mean ± s.e.m. Grey background depicts the dark cycle. (k) Plasma 
DMG levels in Control (n = 7) or ACG (n = 6) mice, unpaired two-sided t-test, 
mean values. *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001; ****P<0.0001, exact P values 
presented in Supplementary Table 1.



Extended Data Fig. 11 | Single cell transcriptomic analysis of adipose tissue 
immune cells of HFD-fed, DMG- and ACG-supplemented mice not exposed 
to smoke. (a) UMAP representation of single cell data showing stepwise 
clustering of adipose immune cell populations. (b) Balloonplot showing 
the mean of normalized and scaled gene expression of key markers used to 
annotate clusters to cell types. (c) Balloonplot showing the mean of normalized 

and scaled gene expression of key markers of macrophage and monocyte 
populations. (d) Balloonplot showing the mean of normalized and scaled gene 
expression of key markers of chemokines and cytokines in macrophage and 
monocyte populations. A larger size of the dot in the balloonplot represent 
increased expression. See Supplementary Table 6 for single cell transcriptomic 
data.
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Extended Data Fig. 12 | Adipose tissue immune cell features of HFD-fed, 
DMG- and ACG-supplemented mice not exposed to smoke. (a) Heatmap 
showing -log10 of BH adjusted p-value GO functional enrichment analysis of 

genes differentially expressed in macrophage subpopulations upon treatment 
with ACG and DMG. See Supplementary Table 6 for single cell transcriptomic 
data.



Extended Data Fig. 13 | Potential microbiome and metabolite associations 
with human who smoke. (a) Experimental outline of the human cohort.  
(b–f) human fecal microbiome analysis (Non-SMK n = 40, SMK n = 20). (b) PCA 
of metagenomically-assembled genomes (MAGs) relative abundances in 
human stool; inset: PERMANOVA. (c) Differentially abundant MAGs; asterisks 
denote significant differences (p<0.05); two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test.  
(d) PCA of KO annotated reads; inset: PERMANOVA. (e) KEGG orthologs of 

highest effect (feature with negative values enriched in SMK), two-sided 
Mann-Whitney U-test, highest (and lowest), 2-fold log change. (f) ROC curves 
for binary classifier (methods). (g–i) Targeted mass spectrometry of 
metabolites from the DMG biosynthesis pathway: choline (g), betaine  
(h) and DMG (i); Non-SMK (n = 62), SMK (n = 34); two-sided Mann-Whitney 
U-test, mean values. *P<0.05; **P<0.01, exact P values presented in 
Supplementary Table 1, raw data presented in Supplementary Table 7.



Metagenomic sequences and resolved MAGs are available at the European Nucleotide Archive under project accession number PRJEB40095  at https://
www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/PRJEB40095. Single-cell RNA raw sequences are deposited in ArrayExpress with accession E-MTAB-10869 at https://
www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/experiments/E-MTAB-10869. Metabolomic data are provided in Supplementary Table 4 and in the publicly accessible platform of 
Mendeley at https://doi.org/10.17632/539zh45tw2.1.

Seurat v.3.2.3, Cell Ranger v.6.0.0, gprofiler2 v.0.2.0

Nov, 25, 2021



For the human cohort, subjects with no metagenomic samples with depth > 8M reads were omitted from the analysis. For mice 16S rDNA data, 
samples that did not reach the established sequencing depths (44,946, 50,173 and 30,014 reads for the smoke exposure, intra-peritoneal 
nicotine and oral nicotine experiments, respectively) were excluded from further analysis.
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